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Creating a world leading node in Climate Change Leadership – A few highlights
from 2016
Kevin Anderson, Professor of Energy and Climate Change (University of Manchester, UK) is
Uppsala University’s second holder of the Zennström Visiting Professorship in Climate Change
Leadership. He took up the position in August 2016 and is carrying on the work initiated by
the first Zennström professor, Doreen Stabinsky (College of the Atlantic, USA): to
establish a world-leading node in the area of climate change leadership in Uppsala - that will
be unique, both in Sweden and internationally.

During the first half of 2016, Doreen Stabinsky rounded off her tenure as Zennström professor
by securing the continued development of some of her key contributions to Uppsala University,
not least the continued efforts to send delegations of students and researchers to UN climate
conferences in the years to come. A report to Zennström Philanthropies outlines in more detail
the activities during Doreen’s tenure as Zennström professor in climate change leadership 1.
2016 was the second year of this 10-year initiative 2, and saw the first transition between two
Zennström professors. To ensure a smooth transition, a 3 week long hand-over period was
organized in August and September, with both professors present in Uppsala. A number of
activities were organized, including a full day event on the theme of climate change leadership,
on the occasion of a visit by Niclas Zennström to Uppsala University.
Professor Anderson’s original expression of interest 3 has informed the activities undertaken
since his arrival to Sweden and Uppsala University 4. His arrival has attracted a significant
interest from media, as well as, a range of actors from civil society, academia, private and
public sector - from all over Sweden (around 80 invitations and requests from August 2016 to
date). Fortunately, the enabling environment surrounding the professorship was strengthened
during 2016 and now has an increased capacity, with two persons directly involved in the
coordination and development of the node.
During the fall, Kevin published articles in the journal Science and New Scientist, leading to
further articles and discussions in both international and Swedish press5. A research workshop
series was also initiated, with the first workshop focusing on rapid societal transitions,
gathering approximately 20 researchers and practitioners from Sweden and the U.K, for three
days. Two new courses on the theme of the professorship were also run for the first time during
2016: a Massive Open Online Course in Climate Change Leadership 6 and a full-semester course
Climate Change Leadership in Practice 7. A number of public events and more targeted outreach
events were also organized.
Below is a more comprehensive summary of activities and outcomes that were made
possible during 2016 as a result of Uppsala University and Zennström Philanthropies
supporting the development of a node around climate change leadership, coordinated at
CEM US/ CSD Uppsala. 8 During the year, a large number of researchers, students, citizens and
local actors in Uppsala as well as on the national and international level, have shown a
significant interest to further engage in the development of this initiative in the years to come.
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RESEARCH
Publications and Working Paper Series
In his role as Zennström Professor in Climate Change Leadership at Uppsala University,
Professor Anderson published the following articles during 2016:
Anderson, K. & Peters, G (2016). “The trouble with negative emissions”. Science. Vol. 354.
Issue 6309, pp. 182-183.
Anderson, K & Peters, G (2016). “A huge problem lurks at the heart of the Paris Agreement”.
New Scientist.
Several more publications by Professor Anderson in similar high impact journals, are
forthcoming in 2017. During 2016, Professor Stabinsky also completed two more papers for
the working paper series of the professorship.
Symposiums, Seminars and Workshops
The professorship hosted and co-hosted a number of transdisciplinary research events with
international participation in the fall of 2016:
August 31, 2016. “Climate Change Leadership – A Transitional Workshop”. 16 attendees
(including the incoming and outgoing Zennström professor, the vice chair of IPCC and the
advisory group for the Zennström visiting professorship)
October 12, 2016. “Finding our way in the dark – pathways in the shadow of climate
change”. A Symposium organized in collaboration with the Sigtuna Foundation. 80
attendees. More information: http://www.web.cemus.se/2016/09/20/oct-12-findingour-way-in-the-dark-pathways-in-the-shadow-of-climate-change/
October 13, 2016. “Climate Change Leadership Symposium: from personal and institutional
responsibility to systems change”. Organized in collaboration with SLU Environmental
Department. 90 attendees. More information at:
http://www.csduppsala.se/2016/10/13/october-13-climate-change-leadership-symposiumwith-kevin-anderson-and-bob-massie/
October 13, 2016. “Climate Change Leadership Seminar: E n e r gy T r a n si t i o n s . 20
attendees. More information at: http://www.csduppsala.se/2016/09/28/oct-13-energytransitions-speeds-characteristics-and-the-benefits-of-granularity-ccl-seminar-with-charliewilson/
November 22-24, 2016. “Climate Change Leadership Workshop: Accelerating the
Transition to a Decarbonized Society”. Organized in collaboration with the Sigtuna
Foundation. 19 attendees.
November 24, 2016. “Accelerating towards Paris – How informed action can trump
despair”. A Seminar organized in collaboration with Stockholm Environment Institute. 45
attendees. More information at: http://www.web.cemus.se/2016/11/21/nov-24accelerating-towards-paris-how-informed-hope-action-can-overcome-despair/

Professor Anderson was also invited to contribute (virtually and in-person) to a number of highprofile international events with other leading researchers and practitioners in the
sustainability field 9. In Sweden, he also presented his research at a conference on climate
change denial at Linköping University 27-28 October 2016, at a presentation of ongoing
research at CSD on November 9, 2016, and in the Natural Resources and Sustainable
Development (NRHU) research seminar on 17 November 2016. Professor Anderson also gave
a keynote presentation at a conference on food and climate in Stockholm, organized by Future
Agriculture at SLU on October 26, 2016 10. Professor Stabinsky presented her research at the
seminar of the Department of Ecology (SLU) on 26 January 2016.
Research Network and get-togethers
On the occasion of Professor Anderson’s arrival to Uppsala and Niclas Zennström’s visit, a
meet-and-greet was organized on August 31, 2016, with 75 attendees. On October 25, 2016,
Kevin was also invited to present his research interests to the Faculty of Science and
Technology. In an effort to facilitate connections among researchers across SLU and UU the
Zennström professorship also hosted an informal get-together of researchers interested in
climate change issues earlier in the year, on January 22, 2016, with 34 attendees.

EDUCATION
Guest Lectures in Courses
During the fall, Professor Anderson was invited as a guest lecturer to a number of courses at
the Centre for Environment and Development Studies (CEMUS) at the undergraduate and
graduate level. In 2016, Professor Stabinsky also contributed to a number of courses at CEMUS
as well as the Environmental science undergraduate program at Campus Gotland.
New Courses
2016 has seen the launch of two new courses at CEMUS and Uppsala University,
connected to the theme of the professorship. Both ran for the first time during the fall of 2016:
Climate Change Leadership in Practice, 30 credits 11
Climate Change Leadership, Massive Open Online Course (MOOC), not for credit 12
The Course Climate Change Leadership in Practice attracted 15-20 students from different parts
of the world, engaging full-time for a semester attempting to address the challenge of climate
change. The first run of the Climate Change Leadership MOOC in the fall of 2016 had over 3000
students from over 140 countries sign up, and had a group of 300-500 active students.
Students’ evaluations of the MOOC have been very positive so far. The MOOC is set to run for
a second time in the spring of 2017, starting on April 10.
Development of Academic Teaching and Learning
In 2016, Professor Anderson and Stabinsky were members of the advisory groups for the
CEMUS courses Climate Change Leadership – Power, Politics; Culture Climate Change
Leadership in Practice and also contributed to the development and content of the new
9
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massive open online course (MOOC) on climate change leadership, mentioned above.
Professor Anderson also contributed with an inspirational talk during the teacher days
of the Master Program in Sustainable Development at UU and SLU.

OUTREACH AND ENGAGEMENT
Public Lectures and Events
Professor Anderson delivered several public lectures in Uppsala during 2016, beginning with
his inaugural lecture, The 2016 Uppsala University Lecture in Climate Change Leadership, on
August 31 13. This lecture was seen live by more than 170 people, and to date has more than
3800 views online. As a follow up, on September 5, a more interactive public workshop was
hosted by the Zennström professorship and the CEMUS course Climate Change Leadership in
Practice, with 50 attendees. Professor Anderson also held a lecture at the annual job fair
organized by students at the faculty of Technology and Natural Sciences (Utnarm) on
November 2, with close to 200 attendees. During the UN climate change negotiations at COP22
in Morocco in November, a public symposium was co-organized with the city library in
Uppsala 14, with approximately 90 attendees. Professor Anderson also contributed as a panelist
and discussant to several other public events organized by CEMUS/CSD Uppsala in the fall of
2016.
Earlier in 2016, Professor Stabinsky contributed as keynote speaker or panelist to several
events in Uppsala (Uppsala University Model United Nations Conference & CEMUS spring term
opening lecture in January) and Campus Gotland (a talk on the outcome of Paris in January and
a seminar during the political week in Almedalen in July).
Keynote presentations at the nexus of science, policy and innovation
In the fall of 2016, Professor Anderson was invited to speak and give keynote presentations at
events with a clear policy and innovation focus. On October 10, he gave a presentation to
representatives of the 27 member organizations of the Uppsala Climate Protocol 15 with 60
attendees. On December 5, Professor Anderson gave a talk to 200 leading politicians in the
Uppsala Region as a part of an “omvärldsdag” organized by Region Uppsala 16.
Engagements beyond Uppsala
As mentioned previously, during 2016, Professor Anderson contributed to events organized in
Stockholm, Sigtuna, Linköping and Uppsala. In addition, in 2017 Professor Anderson has received
invitations to visit Lund, Visby, Gothenburg, Linköping, Eskilstuna, Gävle and Umeå. Professor
Anderson has also continued and will continue to engage and contribute to events organized in
the U.K. In the spring of 2016, Professor Stabinsky gave a talk at the The London School of
Economics (UK) and at the Red Cross Nordic United World College in Flekke (Norway).
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The event was moderated by Professor Stabinsky and included talks by Niklas Zennström, UUs Vice Chancellor
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Uppsala University Delegations to UN climate meetings
One of the central activities of the first Zennström Professor Doreen Stabinsky, was the
training of a group of students who would attend the UNFCCC COP 21 in Paris in December,
as representatives of Uppsala University. In 2016, students who attended COP21 went on to
lay the foundation of a new student organization called the Uppsala University Climate
Change Platform 17, where they are continuing to engage with the intergovernmental
negotiating process and linking with local initiatives. With the support of the Zennström
Professorship and CEMUS/CSD Uppsala, a delegation of 6 students attended the UN climate
change meeting in Bonn, Germany in May 2016 and as many as 17 students travelled to COP22
in Marrakesh in November 2016 (many by train/mini-bus instead of by air, inspired by Kevin
Anderson).
Participation at UNFCCC meetings
Professor Stabinsky has attended most official UNFCCC meetings during her time as
Zennström visiting professor. A s m e n t i o n e d a b o v e , Uppsala University has also been
represented by students during 2016 (Bonn in May and Marrakesh in November).
The Zennström Visiting Professorship in the media
Since his inauguration in August 2016, Professor Anderson has had a significant engagement
with media (more than 20 interviews), from the international to local level. Local media
and press in Uppsala have also covered news about the professorship and connected
activities. For links to articles, TV-interviews and more, visit:
www.csduppsala.se/ccleadership
The professorship has also been active on social media platforms such as Facebook and
Twitter. The current Zennström Professor Kevin Anderson’s large following on Twitter
(10000+) has resulted in an increased impact and reach of the professorship.

ORGANISATION & ENABLING ENVIRONMENT
Enabling Environment and Coordination
Continued funding for the professorship was secured during 2016 from Zennström
Philanthropies (salary for visiting professorship), Uppsala University and CSD Uppsala
(coordination and enabling environment). The current funding from Uppsala University is
provided by The Vice Chancellor, Faculty of Technology and Science and Department of Earth
Sciences (Natural Resources and Sustainable Development) 18 and was complemented by
funding from CSD Uppsala during 2016. The funding from Uppsala University and CSD
Uppsala is used to cover costs of coordination, travel, accommodation and activities
associated with the professorship during 2016.
Advisory group for the Zennström Visiting Professorship in Climate Change Leadership
An Advisory Group for the Zennström Visiting Professorship in Climate Change Leadership
was appointed during 2015 and continued its work during 2016. The Advisory group
oversees the long term development of the initiative with the main task of reviewing
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See https://uuccplatform.com/
See Appendix 2 (Decision for co-funding)

Expressions of Interest to the professorship 19. During 2016, the Advisory group had the
following members:
Marika Edoff, Professor of Solid State Electronics, ssk Solar Cells, Uppsala University (Chair)
Annelie Ekblom, Senior Lecturer, Global Environmental History, Uppsala University
NIclas Hällström, Director, What Next Forum
Leif Kirsebom, Professor of Cell and Molecular Biology, Uppsala University
Bo Kjellén, Stockholm Environmental Institute
Margareta Krabbe, Senior Lecturer, Biology Education Centre, Uppsala University
David Kronlid, Senior Lecturer, Department of Education and Swedesd, Uppsala University
Friederike May, Course Coordinator in Climate Change Leadership, CEMUS, Uppsala
University
Andrea Nightingale, Professor at the Department of Urban and Rural Development, Swedish
University of Agricultural Sciences
Lisa Plattner, Student Representative, CEMUS, Uppsala University
Anna Rutgersson, Professor of Meteorology, Uppsala University
Doreen Stabinsky, Zennström Visiting Professor 2015, Uppsala University
Isak Stoddard, Project Coordinator for the Climate Change Leadership Professorship
Veijo Pohjola, Head of Department of Earth Sciences (ex. officio)
Fredrik Åkerblom, Representative of Fundraising Function at Uppsala University (ex. officio)
The Advisory Group convened once during 2016, on August 31, on the occasion of the
Transitional Workshop with both Zennström Professors as well as two specially invited
guests (IPCC Vice Chair Youba Sokuna and UU Professor Emeritus Bengt Gustafsson).
Recruitment of the 3rd Zennström Visiting Professor in Climate Change Leadership –
2018 and beyond
Professor Anderson’s contract lasts until August 2017. Discussions are ongoing with the
ambition to extend his position as visiting professor in Uppsala until August 2018. The
international call to recruit the 3rd Zennström Visiting Professor would then be announced
in late spring 2016 or early fall 2017.
Zennström Philanthropies
Uppsala University has had a continuous dialogue with Zennström Philanthropies (ZP) during
2016. On August 31, 2016, Niclas Zennström visited Uppsala University for a full day of
activities. Mr. Zennström attended and gave introductory remarks to Professor Anderson’s
inaugural lecture (alongside UU Vice Chancellor and Professor Stabinsky). Mr. Zennström also
attended the meet-and-greet in the evening of the same day. An ambition is to have Mr.
Zennström visit Uppsala at least once a year.

PLANNED ACTIVITIES 2017-2018
February 2017- March 2017
• Inventory of funding opportunities and write research applications building on the
professorship and its theme.
• Determine scope and plan for commissioned research from Swedish municipalities
19
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

that have approaches us and asked for help with calculating their carbon budgets and
transition pathways to be in line with Paris Agreement.
Co-organize a full day event in Stockholm with KTH on the theme “Decoupling
Knowledge from Carbon – Academia’s Greatest Challenge?” (March 28, 2016).
Finalize and disseminate the briefing note from the 3-day workshop Accelerating
rapid transitions to a decarbonized society, held in Sigtuna in November 2016.
Professor Anderson to give a talk to staff at Energimyndigheten.
Professor Anderson to give keynote presentations at the Nordic Conference of
Sustainable Healthcare in Stockholm and Renewable Energy Conference in Umeå and
the Baltic Sea Futures Conference in Stockholm.
Professor Anderson to contribute to Cambridge Climate Lecture Series on March 9
(Lecture) and March 16 (panelist) in Cambridge, U.K.
Professor Anderson to contribute to Departmental Research Seminar of Nuclear
physics (UU) and contribute to research seminar at Centre for Climate Science and
Policy Research (Linköping University).
Professor Anderson to give Public lectures in Gotland, Uppsala and Stockholm (2)
Professor Anderson and Zennström CCL Coordinator Jesse Schrage to visit Gotland for
three days.
Professor Anderson to do interviews with media (e.g. Sveriges Natur, Klimatmagasinet
Effekt, Hagainitiativet).
Professor Anderson to finish last edits to forthcoming publications.
Professors Anderson contributing to the two CEMUS courses Actors and Strategies
for Change (guest lecture) and Climate Change Leadership (Q&A on Carbon Budgets).
Support and contribute to the further development of the Uppsala University
Climate Change Platform.

April 2017
• Co-organize a 2-day workshop with the Sigtuna Foundation, following up on the
report from the first workshop on Accelerating rapid transitions to a decarbonized
society in November 2016 (to take place April 2016).
• Co-organize an event in the Swedish Parliament, possibly in collaboration with
Stockholm Environment Institute and/or Stockholm Resilience Centre.
• Professor Anderson to visit Lund and contribute to two research seminars and give
one public talk at the City Library.
May 2016
• Students from Uppsala University Climate Change Platform representing Uppsala
University at UNFCCC meeting in Bonn.
• Professor Anderson and the CCL node to contribute to the Sustainability Festival,
organized by CEMUS on May 18.
• Organize a follow-up event to the seminar at KTH in March, with the same theme of
“Decoupling knowledge from carbon” but focusing on Uppsala University and SLU.
• Professor Anderson to give a talk to leading politicians in Gävleborgs län (Gävle Slott)
• Professor Anderson invited and will potentially contribute to: the company Oatly to
give a talk (Malmö); Ahead of the curve PhD Seminar Series (Geocentrum, UU);
Department of Ecology Research seminar (SLU); Biology Education Centre (UU).

June 2016
• Possible trip to Gothenburg to give talks at Chalmers University, Gothenburg University
and the public.
• Co-organize a 2-3 day CCL workshop at the Sigtuna Foundation.
• Professor Anderson - time for research and writing.
• Begin preparation for sending UU delegation to COP23 in Bonn in November 2017
July 2017
• Professor Anderson and several others from the CCL node, CEMUS/CSD to attend
Political Week in Almedalen, Visby and host two seminars as a part of Uppsala
University’s official program. Possibly also contribute to events organized by others.
Fall 2017
• Uppsala to attend events organized by the Tyndall Centre for Climate Change
Research (UK) and investigate possibilities for joint activities and collaboration up
ahead
• Regular (monthly) seminar-series/workshops (possibly in collaboration with
other interdisciplinary research groups/seminars)
• Other activities co-planned with Professor Anderson, building on and adding to the
work initiated during 2015, 2016 and the spring of 2017.
• Preparations and work with UU (and SLU) delegation to COP23 in Bonn in November
2017.
• Uppsala Climate Weeks in November-December 2017
• Niclas Zennström to visit Uppsala University, CEMUS/CSD and the CCL-node.
2018
• Uppsala Climate Conference/Summit 2018
• Recruitment of 3rd Zennström Professor
• Have secured long-term research funding in order to further develop the research
environment around the professorship and be able to keep former professors engaged
over longer time-periods than their 1-2 year tenures.

OPPORTUNITIES REQUIRING MORE FUNDING 2017-2018
•
•

•
•
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Creating a National Resource and Competence Centre for Climate Change Policy
drawing on the comprehensive expertise of UU, SLU and CEMUS network, and that
could take on commissioned research and education from different societal actors.
Further developing the research environment around the Zennström Visiting
Professorship and CEMUS/CSD (e.g. with Post-Docs, PhDs and ‘bitr. lektorat’) with
the l o n g- t e r m vi si o n of creating an international and transdisciplinary research
school on Climate Change and Rapid Societal Transformation.
Creating a Climate Change Leadership Lab in Uppsala, possibly building on and working
with the newly started Uppsala Collaboratory20.
Coordination and funding of operational costs to scale up ambition and increase
output of an Uppsala Climate Conference (once every 2 years) to be held for the first

See: http://www.kollaboratorietuppsala.se/

time in spring 2018, and Uppsala Climate Weeks (once a year in connection with UN
COP meetings).
Funding for the above could partly come from research-grants from relevant funders
(Mistra, Formas, Energimyndigheten, Vetenskapsrådet, ISSC, Future Earth, Belmont Forum to
name a few possibilities) with co-funding from interested faculties from Uppsala’s two
universities.

Appendix 1
Kevin’s activities as Zennström Visiting Professor August – December 2016
Publications
Anderson, K. & Peters, G (2016). “The trouble with negative emissions”. Science. Vol. 354.
Issue 6309, pp. 182-183.
Anderson, K & Peters, G (2016). “A huge problem lurks at the heart of the Paris Agreement”.
New Scientist.
Public Lectures, keynotes and other presentations
2016. “Restoring the Carbon Balance – Session 1: The budget imperative”. Panelist together
with Jeffrey Sachs and John Shephard on a webinar hosted by Arizona State University
and the Security and Sustainability Forum. 15 December.
2016. “Setting the Scene: the latest climate science, politics and economics”. Opening
plenary talk together with Kate Raworth at Medact Conference: Health People, Better
World. London, U.K. 9 December.
2016. “The fast road to Paris – Delivering on the 1.5C & 2C Commitments”. Talk at
“Omvärldsdag” for regional politicians organized by Region Uppsala. Uppsala. 5
December
2016. “Accelerating towards Paris: How informed hope can trump despair”. Talk at public
seminar co-hosted with the Stockholm Environment Institute. Stockholm. 24
November.
2016. “Carbon Budgets and mitigation… from Paris to Stockholm (a focus on energy)”.
Framing presentation at the CCL Workshop Accelerating the transition to a
decarbonized society at Sigtuna Foundation. Sigtuna. 22 November.
2016. Presentation on Shale Gas at the Seminar of the Research Group on Natural
Resources and Sustainable Development (NRHU), Department of Earth Sciences at UU.
Uppsala. 17 November.
2016. “Public Climate Change Symposium: From Morrocco to Uppsala”. Talk at public event
at Uppsala City Library. Uppsala. 11 November.
2016. Presentation of research to Department of Earth Science as a part of presenting
research at CSD Uppsala. Uppsala. 9 November.
2016. “From oil worker to Climate researcher”. Lunch lecture at UU Job fair (Utnarm).
Uppsala. 2 November.
2016. “Gamekeeper turned poacher: who are the most dangerous sceptics now?”
Presentation at Conference on Climate Change Denial, Linköping University. Linköping.
27 October.
2016. “Delivering on the Paris 1.5 and 2 degree goals”. Opening address at SLU conference
on Future Agriculture. Stockholm. 26 October.
2016. Presentation of research interests at the Faculty of Science and Technology, Uppsala

University. Uppsala. 25 October.
2016. “Climate Change is Systems Change: Reaping the legacy of 25 years of failure”. Talk
at the Symposium Climate Change Leadership – from personal and institutional
responsibility to systems change with Kevin Anderson and Bob Massie. Swedish
University of Agricultural Sciences. Uppsala. 13 October.
2016. Talk at the CEMUS Symposium Finding our way in the dark: Pathways in the shadow
of climate change at the Sigtuna Foundation, Sigtuna. 12 October.
2016. “Duality in Climate Change: Paris, 2C and the challenge for Sweden”. Talk at
Uppsala Climate Protocol meeting. IKEA, Uppsala. 10 October.
2016. “Climate Change: A Parisian Tale of Triumph and Tragedy”. Talk for the Uppsala
University Lecture and Symposium in Climate Change Leadership 2016. Uppsala. 31
August.
Other contributions to events
2016. “Can Rapid Transition happen? A current and historical evidence dialogue”.
Workshop contributor and participant. Manchester University, Manchester. 12
December.
2016. “Talking Transition: A new economics to meet new social and planetary needs”.
Respondent and moderator. Uppsala. 21 November.
2016. “How Climate Change Became Controversial – Examining the Denial Movement”.
Respondent to Riley Dunlap’s lecture at CEMUS/CSD. Uppsala. 25 October.
2016. “Climate Change Leadership Seminar: Energy Transitions”. Host for seminar at
CEMUS/CSD with guest researcher Charlie Wilson. Uppsala. 13 October.
2016. “Public Workshop: Climate Change Leadership in Practice”. Host, in collaboration
with CEMUS course Climate Change Leadership in Practice. Uppsala. 5 September.
2016. Contributor and participant at the Transitional Workshop in Climate Change
Leadership. Uppsala. August 31.
Lectures and other contributions in courses
2016. Guest Lecture in the Master level course Sustainable Development: Worldviews and
Visions at CEMUS and Uppsala Univerisity. Uppsala. 11 November.
2016. “The Great Global Experiment”. Guest lecture in the course Klimatet, Energin och det
Moderna Samhället at CEMUS and Uppsala University. Uppsala. 26 October.
2016. “Climate Change and Carbon Budgets”. Discussion as a part of the Climate Change
Leadership in Practice Course at CEMUS and Uppsala University. Uppsala. 5 September.
2016. Recording for video-lecture in the Massive Open Online Course in Climate Change
Leadership. Manchester, U.K. June.
Other teaching and training
2016. Inspirational talk during the Teacher Day for the Master Program in Sustainable
Development at UU and SLU. Uppsala. 19 October.

Doreen’s activities as Zennström Visiting Professor January - September 2016
Public Lectures, engagements and seminars
2016. “Now that we have the Paris Agreement on climate change – what next?”.
Seminar at Almedalen, Visby, Gotland. 6 July.
2016. “2C or not 2C: reflections on the Paris climate agreement.” Red Cross Nordic
United World College, Flekke, Norway. By Skype. 11 February.
2016. “2C or not 2C: reflections on the Paris climate agreement.” London School of
Economics. Destin Society lecture. 1 February.
2016. “2C or not 2C: reflections on the Paris climate agreement.” Uppsala
University, Gotland Campus. Sustainability Talks lecture series. 27 January.
2016. “2C or not 2C: reflections on the Paris climate agreement.” Swedish University
of Agricultural Sciences. Ecology Department research seminar series. 26
January.
2016. Invited panelist at opening ceremony for Uppsala University Model United
Nations Conference. 21 January.
2016. “Education, sustainable development, and the challenge of climate change.” CEMUS
spring term opening lecture, Uppsala University. 18 January.
Other contributions to events
2016. Speaker and moderator at the Uppsala University Lecture and Symposium in Climate
Change Leadership 2016. Uppsala. 31 August.
2016. Workshop moderator at the Transitional Workshop in Climate Change Leadership.
Uppsala. August 31.
Lectures and other contributions in courses
2016. “Mapping Climate Change Leadership.” Lecture and workshop in the course Climate
Change Leadership in Practice, CEMUS, Uppsala University. 29 August.
2016. Recording for video-lecture in the Massive Open Online Course in Climate Change
Leadership. Uppsala. April.
2016. “Impacts of climate change on agriculture and food security.” Lecture in the course
Environmental and Climate Change, Uppsala University, Campus Gotland. 28 January.
UNFCCC meetings attended as Zennström Professor
•

Third meeting of the Executive Committee of the Warsaw International Mechanism for
Loss and Damage. Bonn, Germany. 2-5 February 2016.

•

Bonn Climate Change Conference. Bonn, Germany. 16-26 May 2016.

Zennström Visiting Professorship in Climate
Change Leadership at Uppsala University
2015 – Spring 2016

Photo credit to Mikael Wallerstedt

Zennström Professor in Climate Change Leadership
Doreen Stabinsky with UU student delegation to
UN climate meeting in Bonn, May 2016

This report was developed for Zennström Philanthropies and gives an overview of the first
year of the 10-year series of Zennström Visiting Professorships in Climate Change Leadership
at Uppsala University. Uppsala University is grateful for the generous donation from Niklas
Zennström to fund the visiting professorship program.
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REPORT TO ZENNSTRÖM
PHILANTHROPIES
INTRODUCTION

Photo credit to Mikael Wallerstedt

Doreen Stabinsky,
Professor of Global
Environmental Politics
(College of the Atlantic,
USA) was selected to be
Uppsala University’s first
holder of the Zennström
Visiting Professorship in
Climate Change
Leadership. She took up the
position on February, 2015
and has initiated and
contributed to the process
of establishing a worldleading node in the area of
climate change leadership
at Uppsala University – a
node that will be unique,
both in Sweden and
internationally.
As 2015 was the first year
of this 10-year initiative, a
number of building blocks
of an enabling environment
surrounding the
professorship needed to be
set in place, while also
engaging the larger Uppsala
community in climate
change issues, not least in
connection to the UN
climate conference COP21
in Paris in December 2015.

Professor Stabinsky’s
unique contributions during
2015 grew out of her
expertise on climate change
politics within the climate
negotiations. Her skills as
an educator and capacity
builder of youth and
students also resulted in
Uppsala University’s first
formal delegation of
students attending a UN
Climate conference.
This report provides a more
comprehensive summary of
activities and outcomes that
were made possible during
2015 as a result of Uppsala
University and Zennström
Philanthropies supporting
the development of a
transdisciplinary node
around climate change
leadership. During the year,
a large number of
researchers, students as well
as local actors and citizens
of Uppsala have shown a
significant interest to
engage in the further
development of this
initiative in the years to
come.
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BUILDING AN ENVIRONMENT FOR
CLIMATE CHANGE LEADERSHIP IN
UPPSALA
With the ambition to support the development of an enabling environment for the professorship,
Uppsala University has committed 800 000 SEK annually to cover costs for coordination, projectdevelopment, activities and events described in this report and other costs associated with the
professorship (e.g. housing, travel and material).
During its first year, the professorship has inspired and enabled the development of two new courses
coordinated by the student-led educational node at the Centre for Environment and Development
1
Studies (CEMUS ): A Massive Open Online Course on Climate Change Leadership (Starting fall
2016, not for credit, open to all) and an undergraduate course Climate Change Leadership in Practice
(Starting fall 2016, 30 credits, full-time studies).
With the arrival of the second Zennström Visiting Professor Kevin Anderson in 2016, an increased
emphasis on developing and expanding the research environment is envisioned.

Flyer for the 30-credit course
"Climate Change Leadership in Practice"

Banner for the Massive Open Online Course
on Climate Change Leadership
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1 More information on the courses at www.cemus.uu.se/education

DOREEN STABINSKY –
THE FIRST ZENNSTRÖM VISITING PROFESSOR

Photo credit to Theo Voulgaridis

Professor Stabinsky’s unique contribution to Uppsala University (including Campus Gotland)
and Uppsala (including the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, SLU) built on her
extensive expertise from research, teaching and engagement on global environmental politics
within the context of the UN climate change negotiations, in particular around the impacts of
climate change on agriculture and food security, and on the emerging issue of loss and
damage from slow onset impacts of climate change.
As an example, the two well-attended symposiums that were hosted by the professorship in
the lead up to Paris, with a number of contributing researchers, practitioners and students,
focused on the interdisciplinary topics of: Prospects for the Climate Change Negotiations in
Paris – The Role of Leadership (September 25, 2015) and 2°C or not 2°C – Understanding
impacts of temperature rise due to global warming (October 28, 2015).
As the first in a series of visiting professors in climate change leadership, Professor Stabinsky
also established an interdisciplinary and student-focused foundation for the initiative that
future professors will be able to build upon and strengthen in the years to come.
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Top: "2C or not 2C" symposium in October 2015/Prof. Stabinsky on her way to Fårö in Sept. 2015/ a student-led UUCC platform meeting
Middle: COP21 delegation start-up meeting, Sept. 18th 2015/ Poster for inaugural lecture on March 23rd 2015/ Live reports from Paris
Bottom: Students reporting back from COP21 and Paris at CEMUS sustainability Festival, December 16th 2015.
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A FEW HIGHLIGHTS OF DOREEN STABINSKY’S
ACTIVITIES
ö

Professor Stabinsky began her term as Zennstr m Visiting Professor in February 2015. Below are a few highlights
from Professor Stabinsky’s activities. For a complete list of activities see Appendix 1.

COP21 AND UPPSALA UNIVERSITY'S FIRST STUDENT DELEGATION
One of the main elements of Stabinsky’s expression of interest was the development of a
group of students who would attend the UNFCCC COP21 in Paris in December 2015.
Limited official badges meant only three students were accredited the first week and two the
second week. However there was significant student interest overall and several additional
students went to Paris to engage in the parallel civil society space. Students staying in
Uppsala hosted two live reports (open to the public) with their colleagues in Paris, one during
each week of the COP. The participating students contributed to a public presentation the
week following Paris, and they hosted a workshop with community members and
representatives of local organizations to discuss “What next for engagement on Climate 2
Change in Uppsala?” .
In 2016, students who were attending the COP started up a new student organization called
the Uppsala University Climate Change Platform (UUCC platform), where they are
3
continuing to both engage with the intergovernmental negotiating process (a delegation of 6
attended the recent meetings in Bonn) and link international politics with local initiatives .

Doreen Stabinsky along with students at the first COP student delegation meeting on September 18th, 2015.

2 For the full program of events organized by the delegation visit: http://www.csduppsala.se/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/DecCOP21.pdf
3 Reports by the students attending COP21 in Paris and UN meeting in Bonn (May 2016), available here: http://www.web.cemus.se/uucc/ &
http://www.web.cemus.se/uucop21
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STUDENT VOICES

Well prepared and supported by CEMUS and Doreen Stabinsky, COP21 was a once in a lifetime
experience, which was not the end but the start of an important if not the most important process
of our century. Being part of the first student delegation of UU, was not only an honor and great
experience from beginning till the end - it was also the start of a new student initiative for climate
change leadership in Uppsala.

Lisa Plattner, Master Student in Digital Media and Society,
and UU delegation member to COP 21 in Paris

The educational experience drawn from representing Uppsala University at COP21 has become a
major component of my Master in Sustainable Development degree. One important aspect of this

ö

was the leadership of Doreen Stabinsky, the Zennstr m Professor in CCL who throughout the
entire process elucidated the last decade and more of Climate Negotiations leading up to Paris.
This guidance provided us with profound knowledge that truly enabled us to immerse in the
negotiations, and live-up to our role of being a stake-and-rights holder and not just merely
observers. The responsibility of debriefing and reporting back to our community in Uppsala was
the pearl of the experience, and it has been a great privilege and honor to be part of the pioneering
delegation representing Uppsala University in a Climate Summit.

Lander Islami, Master Student in Sustainable Development
and UU delegation member to COP 21 in Paris

ö

Zennstr m Professor Doreen Stabinsky and CEMUS have since the very beginning played an
active and supportive role in sending student-delegations to the UN climate negotiations and
inviting youth to be a part of a sustainable development. The professor’s insight in the negotiations
and CEMUS’ knowledge of local engagement has instilled in me a feeling of endless access to an
inner driving force. I have been allowed to practice and work for actual change. UUCC Platform,
as it is today, is the result of a very active collaboration with the university, whose security gave us
a fearlessness to take entrepreneurial risks. The work from this past fall and spring has given me
knowledge that goes way beyond the classroom or the borders of countries; I have learnt about
holism, synergy, and the benefits of daring to take chances. I look forward to continued

ö

collaboration with the incoming Zennstr m Professor, CEMUS and the new insights and ideas that
the near future will bring.

Gustaf Andersson, Bachelor Student in Economics and UU delegation
member to UNFCCC meeting in Bonn May 2016
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LECTURES AND INTERACTION WITH EDUCATION AND COURSES
Professor Stabinsky delivered a number of talks at the UU campus during her professorship.
She gave two well-attended lectures to the UU community on the Paris agreement – the first
was her inaugural lecture in March and the second a reflection on the outcome Paris
agreement to Campus Gotland in January. She was also a keynote-speaker at the UTNNARM
job-fair organized by the student union of the Faculty of Science and Technology. In
addition, she spoke in a number of classes, from Applied Ecosystem Ecology in the Biology
department, to Aquatic Environmental Assessment as part of the civil engineering program,
to the first year Environmental Science course at Campus Gotland, and a number of CEMUS
courses. Stabinsky is a member of the advisory groups for the two CEMUS courses on
Climate Change Leadership and for the development of a new Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC) on climate change leadership.

PUBLIC EVENTS AND OUTREACH

Stabinsky was involved in a number of public events in the lead up to the Paris climate
conference. As just a few examples, she was a runner in the climate action and art-project Run
4
for Your Life and was part of a public event in Uppsala organized around the run, she gave a
set of workshops at the youth conference Power Shift5 , and she spoke at Missionskyrkan in
Uppsala in their social justice series.
Professor Stabinsky also attended and contributed to Almedalsveckan on Gotland in July 2016.

4 http://www2.runforyourlife.nu/en/
5 http://www.powershiftsweden.org/
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Doreen Stabinsky at the "meet and greet"
meeting on February 17th, 2015

Audience and Prof. Stabinsky during her Keynote for the Symposium "Prospects for the Climate Change Negotiations in Paris- The Role
of leadership", September 25th 2015

Public conversation at the "What's next for engagement on Climate
Change in Uppsala" event, December 17th 2015
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Students from COP21 Delegation at
the "Run for your life" event in Uppsala,
November 14th, 2015

RESEARCH INITIATIVES

Professor Stabinsky at the UNFCCC
meeting,Geneva in February 2015

Stabinsky contributed to two interdisciplinary research symposiums hosted by the
professorship. The professorship sponsored a symposium on the Paris agreement in
collaboration with the Department of Government at UU. It also hosted a symposium with
the Department of Geosciences and Department of Biology Education . Stabinsky also shared
her research in two departmental seminars – Advances in Industrial Engineering and
Management at the Department of Engineering Sciences and the research seminar at the
Department of Ecology at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences.
In the lead-up to Paris she published a Working Paper as part of the output of the
professorship and is continuing to work on two others that will be published in 2016. During
and immediately after the Paris COP, she authored or co-authored three articles published in
The Conversation, a widely read academic online newsletter.
In an effort to facilitate connections among researchers across SLU and UU working on
climate change related issues, the professorship sponsored a researcher get-together which
included a sharing of research projects and interests.

ENGAGEMENTS BEYOND UPPSALA
While Zennström visiting professor, Stabinsky was invited by Mistra, the Swedish Foundation
for Strategic Environmental Research, to join an expert panel carrying out an independent
evaluation of their climate change funding. She was invited to give several talks, including at
the Royal Academy of Sciences in Stockholm, the London School of Economics, at the Red
Cross Nordic United World College in Flekke, Norway, the Norwegian Agricultural University
in Ås, and as a lecturer in a new MOOC on climate justice produced by Lund University and
Fern Universität Hagen.
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THE PROFESSORSHIP IN THE MEDIA
The professorship was featured in various forms of printed and digital media during 2015.
Below are titles and links to the ones available online:
Klimatmarsch lockade många, UNT, November 29, 2015
Uppsalastudenter på klimatmötet i Paris, Universen, #6 (sid 7), 2015 here
Uppsala University sends student delegation to Paris, UU, November 18, 2015
De springer för klimatet, UNT, November 16, 2015
Uppsalas första klimatprofessor, Doreen Stabinsky, Techna #3, 2015
Unik satsning på klimatledarskap, Universen, #2 (sid 17), 2015 here
Världens ögon riktas mot Paris, Nya Horisonter, #1 (sid 40), 2015 here
Hon ska sätta Uppsala på Klimatkartan, UNT 24, March 23, 2015
Invigning och föreläsning med Zennströms gästprofessor Doreen Stabinsky, UU pressrelease, March 21, 2015
Klimatfokus för nyrekryterad gästprofessor, Ergo, Feb 24, 2015
Hon Blir första Zennström Professorn, UNT, January 26, 2015
Zennströms Climate Professorship to Doreen Stabinsky, UU Press-release, January 26, 2015
Stabinsky named to visiting faculty post in Sweden, College of the Atlantic News, January 14,
2015
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NEWSPAPER EXTRACTS

From Universen, #6 (sid 7), 2015

From Universen, #2 (sid 17), 2015

From Nya Horisonter, #1 (sid 40), 2015
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2016 AND BEYOND
In 2015, an advisory group for the Zennström Visiting Professorship in Climate Change
Leadership was constituted (See Appendix 3). They oversee the long-term development of the
initiative with the main task of reviewing Expressions of Interest to the professorship. An
international call for Expressions of Interests for the second Zennström visiting professorship in
Climate Change Leadership at Uppsala university was sent out during 2015 and communicated
via various media channels and platforms (such as a number of relevant and high-profile online
academic journals). The call attracted significant interest and out of over 30 people that showed
an interest in the professorship, 12 were submitted for further review by the Advisory Group
which then short-listed 3 of the candidates identified as especially qualified to serve as a
Zennström Visiting Professor in 2016 and beyond. Kevin Anderson, Professor of Energy and
Climate Change at Manchester University, and the advisory groups’ preferred candidate for the
next visiting professorship, was also approved by Zennström Philanthropies and has now
accepted the position. The other two short-listed candidates, Professor Andrea Polli and
Professor Andy Dobson, remain interested in the position and have expressed interest to visit
Uppsala in the upcoming year.

Professor Anderson will begin his term as the second Zennström Visiting Professor in August
2016 and stay for at least 1 year on a full-time basis. Professor Stabinsky will also visit Uppsala
in August 2016 in order to ensure a smooth transition of the professorship.
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APPENDIX 1
DOREEN’S ACTIVITIES AS ZENNSTRÖM VISITING PROFESSOR FEB 2015 – JULY 2016
Public Lectures, engagements and seminars
2016. “Now that we have the Paris agreement on climate change – what next?” Panel
discussion, Almedalen, Gotland. 6 July.
2016. “Loss and damage: the UNFCCC context for considering transitional justice solutions.”
Center for Development Research, University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany. Climate Strategies
workshop on transitional justice and climate change. 18 May.
2016. “2C or not 2C: reflections on the Paris climate agreement.” Red Cross Nordic United
World College, Flekke, Norway. By Skype. 11 February.
2016. “2C or not 2C: reflections on the Paris climate agreement.” London School of
Economics. Destin Society lecture. 1 February.
2016. “2C or not 2C: reflections on the Paris climate agreement.” Uppsala University, Gotland
Campus. Sustainability Talks lecture series. 27 January.
2016. “2C or not 2C: reflections on the Paris climate agreement.” Swedish University of
Agricultural Sciences. Ecology Department research seminar series. 26 January.
2016. Invited panelist at opening ceremony for Uppsala University Model United Nations
Conference. 21 January.
2016. “Education, sustainable development, and the challenge of climate change.” CEMUS
spring term opening lecture, Uppsala University. 18 January.
2015. Invited panelist: “The EU perspective on COP21.” CEMUS Sustainability Winter
Festival, Uppsala University. 16 December.
2015. “Soil carbon: policies and politics.” Invited panelist, Canadian National Farmers’ Union
annual conference. 26 November.
2015. Keynote speaker: “Right to food and global warming – towards the COP21 in Paris,”
Expo dei Popoli, Milan, Italy. 25 November.
2015. “Food fights in Paris.” Norwegian University of Life Sciences. Ås, Norway. 23
November.
2015. “Climate change politics on the road to Paris.” Red Cross Nordic United World College,
Flekke, Norway. 20 November.
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2015. “Addressing the long-term impacts of climate change: agriculture, global food security,
and technological challenges.” Advances in Industrial Engineering and Management.
Uppsala University, Angstrom Laboratory. 18 November.
2015. Panelist during “Run for your life” public event. Uppsala Stadsteater. 15 November.
2015. “Climate change politics on the road to Paris.” Missionskyrkan, Uppsala. 12
November.
2015. Panelist after movie-screening of “This Changes Everything”. Slottsbiografen, Uppsala.
11 November.
2015. “Education, sustainable development, and the challenge of climate change.” Swedish
Royal Academy of Sciences, Stockholm. 5 November.
2015. Keynote at Utnarm (student union organized job fair). Faculty of Science and
Technology, Uppsala University. 29 October.
2015. “2C or not 2C?” Seminar co-hosted by Earth Sciences and Biology Education
departments. Uppsala University. 28 October.
2015. “COP21/UNFCCC: how does it work?” Workshop session at Power Shift Sweden.
Malmö. 10 October.
2015. “The People’s Test on Climate: NGO and social movement leadership on equity and
ambition in the Paris outcome.” Climate Change Leadership Symposium: Prospects for the
climate change negotiations in Paris. Uppsala University. 25 September
.
2015. “Loss and damage in the global climate change negotiations.” Transitional justice and
climate workshop. The Hague Institute for Global Justice, The Hague, Netherlands. 21
September.
2015. “Pedagogy and practice on the road to the Paris climate summit.” Human Ecology
Forum, College of the Atlantic. 15 September.
2015. “Food and climate change.” Baltic University Program student conference. Rogow,
Poland. 17 April.
2015. “Innovative pedagogy at College of the Atlantic.” Active Student Participation Days,
Uppsala University. 27 March.
2015. “Climate change leadership on the road to Paris and beyond.” Inaugural lecture,
Zennström visiting professorship in climate change leadership. Uppsala University. 23 March.
Recorded and available at https://media.medfarm.uu.se/play/video/4851/
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2015. “Addressing loss and damage from climate change impacts under the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Chang.” Center for Natural Disaster Science, Uppsala University. 13
March.
2015. Presentation at CSD-CEFO/NRHU Sustainability Seminar, Uppsala University. 3
February.
Lectures and other contributions in courses
2016. Recorded lecture for the new Massive Open Online Course Climate Change
Leadership, Uppsala University. 11 May.
2016. “Negotiations Role Play”. Workshop in the course Climate Change Leadership –
Power, Politics and Culture (with Bo Kjellén), Uppsala University. 21 & 23 March.
2016. “Impacts of climate change on agriculture and food security.” Lecture in the course
Environmental and Climate Change, Uppsala University, Campus Gotland. 28 January.
2015. “Climate Change Leadership”. Lecture in the course Klimatet, energin och det moderna
samhället, Uppsala University. 17 November.
2015. “The science and politics of soil carbon.” Lectures in the course Applied Ecosystem
Ecology, Uppsala University. 12, 13 and 16 November.
2015. “Assessing climate change.” Lecture in the course Aquatic Environmental Analysis,
Uppsala University. 24 September.
2015. “Environmental Justice – Global Politics and the role of individuals/groups.” Lecture in
the course Global Challenges and Sustainable Futures, Uppsala University. 22 September.
2015. “Climate change mitigation and the 2 °C target” and “Adaptation to climate change:
options and uncertainties.” Two lectures in the Massive Open Online Course (MOOC)
“Climate change: a question of justice?, from FernUniversität and Lund University.
2015. “Climate Change Leadership – International Negotiations and the role of civil society”
Seminar in the course Hållbar Utveckling B (delkursen förändringsprocesser), Uppsala
University. 27 March.
2015. “Negotiations Role Play”. Workshop in the course Climate Change Leadership –
Power, Politics and Culture (with Bo Kjellén), Uppsala University. 24 & 25 March.
2015. “Connecting Social Movements and Climate Negotiations”. Lecture in the course
Climate Change Leadership – Power Politics and Culture, Uppsala University. 16 March.
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Other teaching and training
2015. Seminar in CEMUS Course Coordinator Series (with David Feldman), Uppsala
University. 11 November.
Publications

2015. “We’ve got a climate goal of 1.5 degrees – So how do we get there?” (with Kate
Dooley) The Conversation. December 18. http://theconversation.com/weve-got-a- climategoal-of-1-5-degrees-so-how-do-we-get-there-52413
2015. “How 1.5 became the most important number at the Paris climate talks.” (with Kate
Dooley) The Conversation. December 9. http://theconversation.com/how-1-5-became- themost-important-number-at-the-paris-climate-talks-51960
2015. “Rich and poor countries face off over ‘loss and damage’ caused by climate change.”
The Conversation. December 7. http://theconversation.com/rich-and-poor-countries- face-offover-loss-and-damage-caused-by-climate-change-51841

Other Publications

2015. “The French Initiative ‘4 pour mille’ and soil carbon sequestration: oui, mais…”
Working Paper 1: Zennström Visiting Professorship in Climate Change Leadership, Uppsala
University
Working papers 2016
2015. “Establishing institutional arrangements on loss and damage under the UNFCCC.” (with
Juan Hoffmaister) International Journal of Global Warming 8: 295-318
2015. “Teaching and practicing climate politics at College of the Atlantic: student-inspired,
student-driven.” Radical Teacher 102: 24-29
2015. “Food justice: what’s at stake in Paris?” https://medium.com/signs-of-life/food- justicewhat-s-at-stake-in-paris-1eea68f3ab56#.sjfd4h6r0
2015. “Five reasons against using the Co-Chairs’ text as a basis for negotiations.”
https://medium.com/@doreenstabinsky/five-reasons-against-using-the-co-chairs-text- as-thebasis-for-climate-negotiations-b8ed1f268e88#.6zbq1hmxj
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2015. “Paris fights: what exactly is loss and damage?”
https://medium.com/@doreenstabinsky/paris-fights-what-exactly-is-loss-and-damage902c4f60a3b4#.bv05qsdcx

UNFCCC meetings attended as Zennström Professor
44th sessions of the Subsidiary Body on Implementation and the Subsidiary Body on
Scientific and Technological Advice and the 1st meeting of the Ad hoc Working Group on
the Paris Agreement. Bonn, Germany. 16-26 May 2016
Third meeting of the Executive Committee of the Warsaw International Mechanism for Loss
and Damage. Bonn, Germany. 2-5 February 2016
21st Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change. Paris, France. 30 November – 11 December 2015
11th part of the 2nd session of the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Durban Platform. Bonn,
Germany. 19-23 October 2015
10th part of the 2nd session of the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Durban Platform. Bonn,
Germany. 31 August – 4 September 2015
42nd sessions of the Subsidiary Body on Implementation and the Subsidiary Body on
Scientific and Technological Advice and the 9th part of the 2nd session of the Ad Hoc
Working Group on the Durban Platform. Bonn, Germany. 1-11 June 2015
8th part of the 2nd session of the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Durban Platform. Bonn,
Germany. Geneva, Switzerland. 8-13 February 2015
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APPENDIX 2
ECONOMIC REPORT

1

2
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1 According to gift confirmation agreement in 2008. Needs to be indexed to inflation.
2 Funds can be used to extend Professor Anderson’s appointment Sep-Dec and/or costs for a third Zennström visiting
professor to begin fall 2017.

APPENDIX 3
ADVISORY GROUP FOR THE ZENNSTRÖM VISITING PROFESSORSHIP
The Advisory Group for the Zennström Visiting Professorship in Climate Change
Leadership oversees the long term development of the initiative with the main task of
reviewing Expressions of Interest to the professorship. The Advisory group for 2016 has the
following members:
Marika Edoff, Professor of Solid State Electronics, ssk Solar Cells, Uppsala University
(Chair)
Annelie Ekblom, Senior Lecturer, Global Environmental History, Uppsala University
Niclas Hällström, Director, What Next Forum
Leif Kirsebom, Professor of Cell and Molecular Biology, Uppsala University
Bo Kjellén, Stockholm Environmental Institute
Margareta Krabbe, Senior Lecturer and Head at the Biology Education Centre, Uppsala
University
David Kronlid, Senior Lecturer, Department of Education and Swedesd, Uppsala University
Friederike May, Course Coordinator in Climate Change Leadership, CEMUS
Andrea Nightingale, Professor at the Department of Urban and Rural Development,
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences
Lisa Plattner, Student Representative, CEMUS, Uppsala University
Anna Rutgersson, Professor of Meteorology, Uppsala University
Doreen Stabinsky, Zennström Visiting Professor 2015, Uppsala University
Isak Stoddard, Project Coordinator for the Climate Change Leadership Professorship
Veijo Pohjola, Professor of Glaciology, Uppsala University
Fredrik Åkerblom, Representative of Fundraising Function at Uppsala University (ex.
officio)
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The Zennström Visiting Professorship
in Climate Change Leadership
- the Nexus of Science, Policy and Innovation

PROPOSAL

Uppsala University, Faculty of Science and Technology
11th of February 2014

UPPSALA UNIVERSITY

The Zennström Visiting Professorship
11th of February 2014

This proposal builds on the productive dialogue we have enjoyed with Zennström
Philanthropies, and we feel privileged to be able to continue and develop the
relationship based on our mutual ambitions, competencies and concerns. The proposal
outlines our ideas for the visiting professorship, a budget, as well as a suggested
timeline.
The latest science provides compelling evidence that unprecedented institutional and
socio-technological transformations are required to address the global challenges that
underpin climate change. In so doing, innovative and bold approaches to climate change
leadership are required across all sectors of society, from the local to international level.
The Zennström visiting professors will directly address many of the most challenging
questions that climate change poses to humanity, develop novel solutions, and enable
emergent change in the nexus of science, governance and innovation. Evidence and
lessons generated by knowledge co-production between academia and society at large,
will be drawn on to ensure an effective and just climate change leadership.
With the proposed 10-year series of visiting professorships, Zennström Philanthropies
and Uppsala University will generate a world-class node in the area of climate change
leadership. The individuals nominated for the professorship would, in distinct but
mutually reinforcing ways, envision and conduct ground-breaking research and thereby
catalyze the much needed action toward a more sustainable future. They would address
relevant areas and questions such as:
Earth Systems Capacity and Mitigation: Carbon budgets, calculated through scientific
modeling, risk assessment and forecasting, pose new and unprecedented challenges for
the research and policy-making nexus: Can acceptable mitigation levels be reached? If
so, how? How should the political, economic and technological efforts needed, be
shared between stakeholders?
Impact and Adaptation: How can societies increase their adaptive capacity and decrease
their vulnerability in order to limit the negative effects of unavoidable climate change?
What platforms are needed to produce and share technological, ecological and policyrelated advances that also deal with non-adaptable impacts of climate change and
irreversible loss and damage?
Societal and Technological Transformation: Technological development and societal
change are intrinsically linked. How can we open up new and more sustainable social,
environmental and technological pathways, of a kind that change the very basis of how
human societies develop? What role can social innovation, disruptive technologies and
novel forms of technology development play? And furthermore, how can we accurately
evaluate and assess both the benefits and risks of proposed solutions to climate change
and then create the pre-conditions in which the most sustainable and equitable solutions
flourish?
The visiting professorship will have direct access to - as well as the task of inspiring- a
variety of leading research environments at Uppsala University, from cutting-edge
research on renewable energy systems and renowned research on governance and
natural resources, to new and emerging fields such as natural disaster science and
education for sustainable development. The Uppsala Centre for Sustainable
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UPPSALA UNIVERSITY

The Zennström Visiting Professorship
11th of February 2014

Development (CSD) 1 will serve as an enabling platform to fully draw upon the breadth
of Uppsala University, the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, as well as other
relevant partners and stakeholders at the local, national and international levels.
Uppsala University welcomes this partnership with Zennström as a catalyst for climate
change research. In order to enhance the visiting professorship, Uppsala University is
committed to explore opportunities for co-funding to support one or more PhDs, or
post-docs, developing Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) as well as other courses
and educational programmes for students worldwide; new forms of vibrant, transdisciplinary and exploratory meetings and forums with world-leading climate scientists,
key climate negotiators, business and civil society leaders, policy-makers, social
entrepreneurs and, not least, students and young leaders.
The Zennström Visiting Professorship will help establish a unique and world-leading
node for climate change science, policy, innovation and cross-sector collaboration at
Uppsala University that will address and inform some of the most complex and serious
challenges facing humanity.

1

CSD is an inter-disciplinary research platform that sorts under the Department of Earth Sciences at Uppsala
University, which also hosts a research-program on Natural Resources and Sustainable Development, an
internationally renowned and unique higher education node at CEMUS and the Secretariat of the Baltic University
Program (BUP). CSD has recently received the status as a United Nations Regional Centre for Expertise.
3

Expression of Interest
Kevin Anderson Sept 2015
Re: Visiting professorship in Climate Change Leadership, Uppsala University
This EoI provides succinct responses to the three questions posed in the call. The responses are informed by my
academic and industrial experience, but also by my long-standing engagement with the UK policy community
specifically and the EU parliament more generally.

What is your motivation for applying for this visiting professorship?

There are three principal reasons for my application, all of which share the common thread of an opportunity
to apply and test my expertise, experience and ways of thinking within a different and vibrant academic
environment.
I have developed my understanding of climate change whilst researching primarily within the UK, a nation
whose political, economic and cultural institutions have a strong and pervasive Anglo-Saxon heritage.
Scandinavia generally, and Sweden in particular, offer the prospect of revisiting much of my work within a
more egalitarian environment. Ostensibly this may be considered a small change. However, opening up the
policy landscape beyond the competitive, financial and typically short-term constraints of the UK’s framing of
the challenges offers significant scope for alternative policy suites, new models of governance and different
technology options.
Whilst I engage widely across the academic community of the UK and internationally, I nevertheless have
spent much of my academic career within the University of Manchester. This fellowship would enable me to
experience and engage closely with a different academic community - with the real prospect of generating
new relationships and insights.
The stimulating combination of Uppsala University, the Centre for Sustainable Development, the CEMUS
programme, and the greater institutional freedom offered by the fellowship, provide a radically different
academic setting to that existing within conventional and often intellectually stifling universities. During my
brief visit to Uppsala earlier this year I had a very positive experience of engaging with staff, researchers and
students, witnessing a questioning environment not dissimilar to that with the Tyndall Centre, but still a
refreshing change from the sometimes repressive environment of more formal university structures. This
fellowship would provide opportunities to develop new avenues to my thinking and research and for me to
help engender alternative and complementary interests within the Uppsala research community.

What is your vision of transformative Climate Change Leadership?

Before developing a ‘vision of transformative Climate Change Leadership’ it is necessary to be clear as to the
scope and scale of the challenges we face. It is at this first hurdle that the academic and political communities
have faltered. Whilst the fundamental science underpinning climate change (captured principally in Working
Group I reports of the IPCC) has emerged from a robust and highly scrutinised process, extrapolation of this
science into a quantitative and qualitative base for informing policy has lacked candour, scientific rigour and
internal coherence. This abject failure is an issue on which I have engaged widely, from commentaries in
Nature and elsewhere, to many seminars, presentations to government, businesses and civil society, and more
recently in open letters to the UK Prime minister the President of the European Commission with regard to the
EU’s carbon targets and the forthcoming Paris negotiations.
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Given the above, and building on my research underpinning a forthcoming Nature Geoscience article (to be
published mid October) I take the view that whilst the international community (particularly across the
wealthier nations) use the rhetoric of “transformative change” the reality is of little more than incremental
adjustments to ‘business as usual’ models. This is not just within the policy domain, but is dangerously evident
within much of the academic community. Consequently, central to my vision of transformative Climate Change
Leadership is an acknowledgement that the academic community needs to put its own house in order –
requiring difficult periods of reflection, devising coherent strategies and research programmes and initiating
meaningful action – ultimately leading by example and being vociferous about it.
The academic community is a pivotal part of the policy process, it is a major source of innovative ideas and
technologies, it removes or lends legitimacy to decision makers and, when operating effectively, it is a source
of independent advice on which policy, industry, the media and civil society can rely. In contributing to an
ethos of transformative leadership, I would see a significant part of my role as [1] fostering open enquiry and
robust research on all facets of responding to the challenges of climate change, and [2] ensuring the expertise of
CSD and the wider Uppsala University was playing its rightful role in informing and guiding the policy making
process within Sweden, but also more widely across and beyond the EU.
The prolonged failure of the international community to control even the rate of growth in CO will see
emissions in 2015 at a level 60% higher than at the time of the first IPCC report in 1990. In 2015 we now are face
an inevitably ‘radical’ future. Either we mitigate emissions at rates that will have profound impacts for the
development model of contemporary society, or we continue with incremental tweaks to emissions and face
unprecedented levels of climate change – again with profound implications for society.
The mitigation route offers much more agency and control than attempting to adapt to the multiple impacts
associated with escalating emissions - though the timeframe of the former is inevitably earlier and therefore
more challenging than that associated with the latter. It is against this stark backdrop that transformative Climate
Change Leadership must emerge – asking difficult questions whose solutions will often be unwelcome to the
dominant economic and political paradigm. This endeavour requires all facets of science to apply its skills with
care and integrity, offering candid assessments of the challenges and proposing coherent responses and
solutions.

What processes and activities would you initiate while in Uppsala?

I’ve divided this section into three headlines goals, [1] academic, [2] policy, and [3] outreach. These goals are
outlined with full recognition that CSD and Uppsala University may already have established the proposed
structures or be delivering on some of the suggested outputs.
Academia
• Work with Uppsala colleagues to enrich the University’s research and teaching of issues on climate
change, all set within the broader recognition of the new Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
• Develop high impact papers, combining my own research base with Uppsala expertise and potentially
colleagues from other Swedish universities. Summarise these papers into briefing notes to provide open
access publications written in a language more suitable for policy makers and other non-academic
audiences.
• Establish working relationships between Uppsala and other Swedish Universities with a strong climate
change focus. I have already developed good contacts at Lund and, to a lesser degree, Gothenburg. In
addition, I would seek to identify natural connections between Uppsala and Cicero in Oslo; Tyndall
Centre colleagues and I have a well-established relationship with Cicero and it would be good to
extend this to include Uppsala.
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•
•

Work with Uppsala colleagues to develop research proposals for submission to formal
Swedish and EU funding regimes and potentially sources of private-sector finance.
Foster a relationship between Uppsala and Tyndall Centre colleagues (with potential exchange
between the two). Tyndall is the UK’s leading interdisciplinary academic research centre, with
fifteen years of expressly policy-relevant research on all facets of climate change and with wide
engagementacrossa breadthofstakeholders.Thecentre haseightUK partneruniversities and
also includes Fudan University in Shanghai. My proposal would be to develop a research
exchange programme between Uppsala and the Tyndall universities with a central theme of
radical change (be that mitigation, impacts, or adaptation) and focusing primarily on early
career researchers. The intention would be to develop a community of academics addressing
the scientifically informed scale of the climate challenge and working explicitly with nonacademic stakeholderstoensureavibrant(twoway)knowledgeexchangeprogramme.The
central purpose of this initiative would be 1) to provide a space for truly academic endeavour
free from the need to deliver politically-palatable conclusions, 2) to ensure policy makers and
civil society receive candid and understandable analyses, and 3) to provide practical and
empowering advice premised on robust research and a systems view of climate change.

Policy
• Develop a good rapport with Swedish policy-makers working within different tiers of local and
national governance. Through various forms of engagement provide clear guidance on climate
science, carbon budgets, targets and goals. Moreover, develop techniques and narratives for
translating detailed analysis of mitigation, impacts and adaptation into briefing notes, policy
reports and succinct summaries accessible to lay audiences.
• Liaise with appropriate policy makers and administrators to develop a programme of seminars
within local, regional and national government to keep them abreast of the latest climate
change research and interpretations of major events, (e.g. analysis and reflection of any
agreements emerging from the Paris COP)
• Explore opportunities for liaison between Swedish officials and the UK Government’s
Committee on Climate Change and the Welsh Government’s Climate change Commission.
• Encourage policy makers to offer seminars within CSD, helping students and academics to
understand the opportunities, barriers and challenges of developing climate change and related
legislation.
Outreach
• In similar vein to above, foster a good relationship with businesses and industry, offering
seminars and presentations, where possible tailored to the particular needs of the different
sectors.
• Develop a strong presence within local and national media, with CSD being the first port of
call for journalists seeking information and advice about particular areas of climate change
where CSD academics have expertise. This would extend to include high-quality doctoral and
post- doctoral researchers, who often have considerable expertise, but seldom use the media
as a conduit of knowledge exchange and dissemination.
• Consider developing a bi-annual (or annual) CSD conference/open day, where expertise on
climate change (and potentially wider sustainability) are brought together to provide a system
level understanding of important issues centred around a particular theme, for example:
climate justice; low carbon technologies; carbon budgets and targets; the role of state and nonstate actors; and/or, post-Paris climate action.
_________
For further information or clarification on any of the above, please feel free to contact me;
kevin.anderson@manchester.ac.uk
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Samfinansiering av gästprofessorssatsning i Climate
Change Leadership av Zennström Philantrophies
Beslut

Teknisk-naturvetenskapliga fakultetsnämnden (arbetsutskottet)
beslutar att för perioden 2015-2019 samfinansiera denna
gästprofessorsatsning med 500 000 !u/år i fem år.
Ärende

Uppsala universitet (Uppsala centrum för hållbar utveckling och
institutionen för geovetenskaper) har erhållit medel från
Zennström Philantrophies för att reluytera och avlöna en gäst
professor i Climate Change Leadership under en tioårsperiod
från och med 2015.
Institutionen för geovetenskaper har lämnat ett förslag på
samfinansiering av denna gästprofessorssatsning. I enlighet med
denna har rektor (UFV 2015/246) beslutat om samfinansiering
av gästprofessorssatsningen med 300 000 honor/år i fem år och
att kvarvarande 500 000 !u/år hanteras av berörd fakultet och
institution.
I beredningen av ärendet har det enats om att dessa 500 000
honor fördelas så att fakulteten avsätter 250 000 lu och
institutionen för geovetenskaper de resterande 250 000 lu.
Fakultetens medel tas från de medel som reserverats för
samfinansiering av rektors strategiska medel enligt VP 15.
På fakultetsnämndens vägnar

Lena Forsell

Kopia till:
Vetjo Pohjola, prefekt inst.för geovetenskaper
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Tillsättning av rådgivande grupp för Zennströmprofessuren
Beslut

Teknisk-naturvetenskapliga fakultetsnämnden (arbetsutskottet)
beslutar att uppdra åt Isak Stoddard (koordinator Zennström
professuren, Centrum for hållbar utveckling- CSD) och Marika
Edoff (ordforande CSD:s styrelse) att tillsätta medlemmar i den
rådgivande gruppen for Zennströmprofessuren enligt bifogat
forslag samt kalla till ett forsta möte efter sommaren.
Ärende

Den nu foreslagna rådgivande gruppen (bilaga) ska forsälaa och
bidra till den långsiktiga utvecklingen av initiativet med den
främsta uppgiften att granska framtida intresseanmälningar till
professuren och foreslå de starkaste kandidatema för vidare
behandling och beslut inom UU och Zennström Philanthropies.
Bakgrund

Uppsala universitet ingick 2008 ett avtal med Zennström (Zenn
ström Philantln-opies = ZP) om en gästprofessor under samman
lagt tio års tid (uppdelat på flera personer). Av olika anledningar
drog detta ut på tiden men en fomyad överenskommelse om
Zennströms Gästprofessur i klimatledarskap slöts våren 2014.
För att ta fram forslag på kandidater till Zennström-professuren
hölls ett forsta rådgivande möte i maj 2014. Deltagandet var
brett med 33 personer från olika intressenter med anknytning till
CSD. Mötet lade grunden for detta tvärvetenskapliga initiativ
och ledde till nomineringen samt tillsättningen av Professor
Doreen stabinsky som den forsta i en serie av Zennström
professorer.
Det är nu dags att bölja sökandet efter nästa Zennström
professor. En intresseanmälan kommer att gå ut i dagarna och ett
forslag på kandidater att presentera for Zennström bör vara klart
i augusti-september for att hinna passera berörda instanser inom
UU (CSDs styrelse, forskningsberedningen och rektor) i
tillräckligt god tid for att möjliggöra en tillsättning våren 2016.

Organisationsnr:

2021 00-2932
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Den fårsta rådgivande gruppen tillsattes i all hast och det har nu
funnits en önskan att ha en mindre grupp som även kan bidra till
den långsiktiga utvecklingen av initiativet.

Per Andersson

Kopia till:
Marika Edo.ff
!sak Stoddard
Veijo Pohjola
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Advisory Group for the Zennström Visiting Professorship in
Climate Change Leadership
Background
With a 10-year series of visiting professorships (2015-2024} in elimate change leadership,
Uppsala University will actively engage with the most challenging questions that climate
change poses to humanity. With funding from Zennström Philanthropies and hosted by the
Uppsala Centre for Sustainable Development, this unique and transdisciplinary initiative will
catalyze critical research, education and collaboration at the nexus of science, policy, and
innovation, making a substantive contribution to the effort to address elimate change, from
the local to the global level.
A first advisory group meeting for the Zennström Visiting Professorship was held in May
2014 with 33 participants. The proposed advisory group for the Zennström Visiting
Professorship will continue the work initiated at that first meeting: to ensure and
contribute to the long-term development and success of this initiative.
Role and mandate
•

Using established criteria, evaluate the expressions of interest submitted by
candidates for the Zennström professorship and recommend up to three to be
1
presented to Zennström Philanthropies for consideration and selection .

•

Regularly review and, as appropriate and necessary, revise the criteria for evaluating
candidates in the context of the most pressing societal and scientific challenges
posed by climate change, with a view to ensuring the transdisciplinary and innovative
character and long-term success of the Zennström professorship.

Mandate for members is for 3 years from the time of appointment (can be extended).
Composition of the group
The Zennström Climate Change Leadership visiting professorship is a unique,
transdisciplinary position at Uppsala University, hosted at CSD Uppsala. The advisory group is
envisaged to include approximately 12 individuals with representation and expertise from a
variety of disciplines and contexts of specific relevance to the theme and focus of the
professorship. The following composition is proposed as a general guideline when
constituting the group, to ensure that the group is representative and supportive of the
professorship's transdisciplinary nature:

1

After review and approval by CSD Uppsala' s Board and the "Tekniska och naturvetenskapliga
vetenskapsområdets forskningsberedning" as well as by the Vice-chancellor's office through the
fundraising function according to the principle that all candidates proposed by Uppsala University shall be
acceptable even if Zennström does not choose the university's first choice.

•

Chair of the CSD Uppsala Board

•

Current Zennström Visiting Professor

•

Project Coordinator for the Climate Ch ange Leadership initiative

•

CEMUS student/course coordinator in Climate Change Leadership

•

2 members from the Disciplinary domain of Science and Technology (in addition to
a ny of the above)

•

2 members from the Disciplinary domain of Social Sciences and Humanities (from
different faculties)

•

1member from the Disciplinary domain of Medicine and Pharmacy

•

1member from the Swedish University of Agricultural Science

•

2 societal representatives with particular expertise and affiliations of relevance to the
professorship

Ex. Officio ("adjungerade")
•

Representative of Uppsala University Fundraising function who manages the
relationship with Zennström Philanthropies
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202100-2932

